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abstract 

Bernice McCarthy, who developed the 4MAT system in 1981, incorporates Kolb’s four learning 

modern and recent research on right/left brain hemispheric processing. According to the 4MAT 

System, each person’s learning style is a combination of perceiving and processing information as 

described into for major styles, namely : innovative learners, analytic learners, common sense learners, 

and dynamic learners. Learning Style in accordance with 4MAT Model System analyze the students 

learning style on how they are thinking, doing, and the preferences. Through students’ preferences, The 

Innovative Learners, Analytic Learners, Common Sense Learners, and Dynamic Learners applied 

interactive process in reading familiar topics. The interactive process they applied is the combination of 

bottom-up and top-down process. In reading the unfamiliar topics, the Innovative Learners, Analytic 

Learners, Common Sense Learners, Dynamic Learners applied the bottom-up process. They read word 

by word without related the meaning to the context. The application of data driven process was also 

involved in their reading process. The subjects applied the interactive process in comprehending the 

familiar texts because they activated their background knowledge on the topics discussed in the 

familiar texts that helped them to comprehend the texts. On the other hand, the subjects applied the 

bottom-up process in comprehending the unfamiliar texts because the topics is still new for them that 

they cannot activated their background knowledge.  
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1.The Background of the Study 

Teaching English in Indonesia is focused on the student’s ability in communication. The 

communication can be in oral and or written forms. The learner should be able to learn the four language skills, 

namely: listening, speaking, reading and writing. The first two skills are commonly referred to as receptive skill 

and the rest as productive skills. The learners should have the abilities in reading and listening to support their 

speaking and writing. Based on the writer’s observation and experience as an English teacher, it is known that 

the teaching of reading has been priority because the final national examination test consists of 70 percent of 

reading test. 

Reading is not a single skill but combination of many skills that lead to the 

derivations of meaning (Burn, et al, 1996). In line with this, Smith (1997) stated that this is not surprising then 

because reading has begun to be regarded as a whole language activity in which context, prediction and meaning 

are as important as the structure or discrete part of the words.This is the fact that reading is very crucial issues 

because in National Examination on English subject almost the questions  are formed in reading text.  

Based on the researcher’s observation at State (Senior High School:SMAN) 5 Binjai especially on 

Grade XI Social Class , there were many students who cannot comprehend reading text well. There were 55% 

students whose score between 65-75,  35% between 75-80 and 10% more than 85. While, Minimal Passing 

Criteria (Kriteria Ketuntasan Minimal : KKM) for the English Subject is 75. It means, still many students could 

not passed the KKM.  From the fact, it can be concluded that the process of teaching and learning has not 

succeed. That is why important to consider the use of appropriate strategy in learning so that they can 

understand and comprehend the reading text easily when they face the National Examination on English subject.  

The researcher found that in National Examination on English subject, almost the whole questions form 

as reading text. There are ten to thirteen reading texts that consist in one packet of the English National 

Examination. Each text just for two or three questions. Moreover, not all the texts are familiar to students’ 

knowledge. Even they know the title of the text, it doesn’t mean that they know what the text talking about. It 
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can be because of the lack of their vocabulary, the concept of each texts and disable to comprehend the text. So, 

How can they pass all the questions while the government just provide one hour to finish forty five questions?”.  

 From the fact above, we know that there is a big problem that have to be solved here. The teacher 

should find out and apply the appropriate strategy on how the students easily to understand the text, grasp the 

idea of the text and know the key concept of each text. So that, they will be easier to finish the National 

Examination on English subject in a limit time without translate the whole text first.  

 This is the researcher’s study about on how the strategy can be found and applied to the student based 

on the theory of learning style that concern in 4MAT system. The theory can help the researcher to find out the 

solution through this study.  Student should try to develop their reading skills :  Educational researchers have 

found that there is a strong correlation between reading and academic success. In other words, a student who is a 

good reader is more likely to do well in school and pass exams than a student who is a weak reader  

Reading is an indirect way of communication between writer and reader through text. Writer 

communicates the information through written symbols which will be decoded by the reader in cognitive 

process. The cognitive process of decoding symbols for the intention of deriving meaning and constructing 

meaning from a text will produce a comprehension. The ability to understand written text, which is usually 

referred to as reading comprehension is the ultimate reason for reading.  

Readers may use morpheme, semantics, syntax and context clues to identify the meaning of unknown 

words. The readers integrate the words they have read into their existing framework of knowledge or schema. 

The concept of schema (plural : schema ) itself has been used by linguists, cognitive psychologist, and 

psycholinguists to understand the interaction of key factors affecting the comprehension process.  

There are two basic factors affect reading comprehension process, namely internal and external factors. 

The internal factors are schemata, meta-cognition, and personality. On the other hand, the external factors are 

linguistic competence and linguistic schemata.  

The Hallmark of schema  theory, with regards to reading, is that a text does not by itself carry meaning. 

(Anderson 2004,Eskey 2005, Grabe 204, ascited in Brown 2007). The reader brings information, knowledge, 

emotion, and culture – that is schemata. To the printed word. Clarke and Silberstein (1977, quoted in Ann E. 

Ebe 2010) indicate that research has shown that reading is only incidentally visual. More information is 

contributed by the reader than by the print on the page. This would all seem to point the fact that the 

understanding of a text defends on how much relate schema possess while reading.  

Wray (2004:14) views reading comprehension as an interaction between what the text provides and 

what the reader brings to it when he states: Understating in reading is exactly like this. It is not simply a 

question of getting meaning from what is on the page. When you read, you supply a good deal of the meaning to 

the page. The process is an interactive one, with resultant learning being a combination of your previous ideas 

with new ones encountered in this text. Vaughn and Thompson (2004: 99) agree on the above-mentioned idea. 

They explain that reading comprehension is a dynamic construction of meaning. This meaning is the result of 

the combination of the text's input, the reader's prior knowledge, manipulation of lexis, making inferences and 

relating thoughts. In other words, the reader should be creatively engaged otherwise he runs the risk of 

misinterpreting or misunderstanding the message at hand. Grellet (1981: 7) points also to this idea when she 

claims that the importance of what the reader brings to the text is greater than what he finds in it. 

Furthermore, Steffenson & Joag-Dev (1984, quoted in David and Norazit 2000) schema theory 

proposes that readers possess different conceptual framework, called schemata, which they bring to the reading 

of a text and which they use to make sense of what they read. Such schemata are used by readers in interactive 

bottom-up and top-down processing. Schemata provide a framework for readers to check their understanding of 

the text, fill in information gaps within the text, and clarify ambiguities.  

Schemata is the readers’ prior knowledge or readers’ knowledge background. It enables readers to 

process the comprehension easier in their mind and help them communicate easily with texts. The impact of 

schema theory on reading comprehension process has been tremendous. Schema theory describes the process by 



which readers combine their own background knowledge with the information in a text to comprehend that text. 

All readers carry different schemata (background information) and these are also often culture-specific. 

Comprehension is a complex cognitive process that is regulated by a person’s mental, emotional, 

perceptual, and social experiences. When reading, readers apply an array of comprehension strategies that 

appeal to their learning style. The learning style itself is influenced or made up by characteristic of the student- 

personality, motivation, meta-cognition, and learning conception; and characteristics of the environment-

teaching styles and assessment (vitalis, 2004).  

Learning style refers to how reader prefers to gather information and then what the reader does with the 

information. There are some learning styles models designed by some educational psychologist such as Kolb’s 

Learning Styles Inventory (LSI),Felder-Silverman Learning Style Model, Herman Brain Dominance Instrument 

(HBDI), 4MAT System Model, Canfield Learning Styles, Perceptual Modality, Group Embedded Figures Test 

(GEFT), Keirsey Temparament Sorter II, Honey and Mumford Learning Styles.  

Bernice McCarthy, who developed the 4MAT system in 1981, incorporates Kolb’s four learning 

modern and recent research on right/left brain hemispheric processing. According to the 4MAT System, each 

person’s learning style is a combination of perceiving and processing information as described into for major 

styles, namely : innovative learners, analytic learners, common sense learners, and dynamic learners.  

It is important to introduce the theory of learning styles to students. By knowing their preferred leaning 

styles it can help them to acquire new information faster by setting up optimal learning situations, choose 

satisfying leisure activities, identify compatible relationships with less trial and error. The concept can help 

students to ‘be aware of’ their own strengths and preferences in varied learning situations, so that they can 

effectively develop some learning skills (Heffler, 2001 ; Loo, 2002 ; Sadler-Smith, 2001 in Hsieh, Shouse, and 

Chen, 2002).  

The fact which can be concluded from the explanation on schemata above is that schemata, an internal 

factor of the reader, give contribution in the process of understanding reading materials because they help reader 

to communicate  easily with the text.  

Finally, the goal of this study is to describe the reading comprehension process of the students. This 

study is focused on the internal factor of the students, especially the influence of the students learning styles to 

their reading comprehension processes.  

 

the objectives of this study are  to analyze how the students with different learning styles that consist in 

4MAT learning styles model proceed reading comprehension.  

This study analyzed the reading comprehension process of students with different learning styles in accordance 

with 4MAT model designed by Bernice McCarthy. , using  four kinds of text genre. They are : narration, 

exposition, description, and argumentation. 

This study is expected to give some benefits on the knowledge about learning styles and reading comprehension 

process to teachers 

 

This chapter reviews the literature pertaining to learning styles of students and reading comprehension 

process. It begins with a review of reading comprehension.. In the next discussion, it presents the topic of 

learning styles, which is a preference for the was a person learns and remembers information. This research 

focuses on 4MAT learning styles developed by Bernice McCarthy. Finally, the chapter introduces similar 

studies about reading and learning styles.  

 

.  

The Stages of Reading Comprehension  



The Stages of Reading Development is a continuum that explains how students progress as readers. These stages 

are based on the students' experience and not their age or grade level. Knowing these stages is helpful when 

developing materials for specific types of readers. (Carolyn Caron and Cliff Ponder, Reading Instruction 

Specialists_http://www.learn-to-read-prince-george.com/stages-of-reading.html) 

1.Word Attack Skills 

Words must be decoded in order to understand their meanings. Remember, letters are coded symbols. Reading 

involves learning the code and applying it to letters as they are grouped together to form words. Sometimes the 

code is quite simple, as with sounds of single letters in short words such as “bit” or “jam.” At other times the 

code is complex, as in such words as “augmentation,” in which the A-U makes its own unique sound and the T-I 

copies the sound of S-H. Or consider words like “classicism,” where the first C sounds like the letter K, and the 

second C copies the sound of S.The rules governing the sound a particular letter makes in a given place are for 

the most part relatively simple, but are largely neglected in major reading instruction methods. For example, if 

only one sound of the letter A is taught, as in “at,” students may flounder when they see words such as “wad,” 

“war,” “ball,” or “foam.” And they need to know why that silent A is in “foam.” They also need to know all 

nine sounds of A. 

Because more than 50 crucial elements are missing from the typical reading instruction method, much of the 

English-speaking world is locked in a plague of semi-literacy, or in the worst cases, illiteracy. A small minority 

will learn to read regardless of the quality of instruction, but many bright students will never learn to read well 

because that crucial first step was omitted from their primary reading instruction at school.  

2.Comprehension 

The entire brain must be involved in learning to read. Specialized areas of the brain control different functions. 

Only after the decoding process is fully operative can the brain be freed to higher level comprehension skills. 

When the initial reading instruction method includes all the skills needed for decoding words, meaning and 

content automatically occur in a natural, orderly and efficient process. 

 

3.Evaluation 

Evaluation involves a careful assessment of that which has been read and comprehended. It involves a 

different area within the brain than that required for decoding and comprehension. For example, the 

statement, “Red is green,” will be evaluated for accuracy and consequently discredited if the individual words 

have been read and understood.  

4.Application and Retention 

Once the information has been read and properly evaluated, it can be applied in a meaningful way by the 

reader. He or she can then decide what to accept or reject and how to apply it to his or her individual needs. 

Some of the information may be deemed to be irrelevant or inappropriate, and may be discarded.  

5.Fluency 

When the first four steps are functioning comfortably, the reader usually finds that reading is a pleasant and 

effective way to learn and experience factors that would be inaccessible without the knowledge gleaned from 

reading.  If someone you know struggles with reading, examine the method used to teach them. It should include 

all the sounds and rules in an orderly, progressive sequence. When it does, reading becomes a positive, 

rewarding experience. 

Factors Affection Reading Comprehension  

According to Snow (2002), there are two factors affecting reading comprehension, namely : (1) 

Language proficiency and existing vocabulary, and (2) background knowledge. In more detailed, Lenz  writes 

that comprehension is affected by seven factors, namely : (1) the reader’s knowledge of the topic, (2) knowledge 
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of language structures, (3) knowledge of text structures and genres, (4) knowledge of cognitive and meta-

cognitive strategies, (5) their reasoning abilities, (6) their motivation, and (7) their level of engagement. In 

addition, reading comprehension is also affected by the quality of the reading material. Some writers are better 

writes than others, and some writers produce more complex reading material than others. Text that is poorly 

organized and difficult to understand can be called “ inconsiderate text,”. The more inconsiderate the text,, the 

more work will be required of a reader to comprehend the text/ Readers who do not have the background, 

abilities, or motivation to over some the barriers presented in inconsiderate text will have more difficulty 

comprehending these types of texts. 

Students who had trouble learning to decode and recognize words often will have difficulty with 

reading comprehension. Students who struggle with decoding rarely have a chance to interact with more 

difficult text and often learn to dislike reading. As a result, these students do not have sufficient opportunities to 

develop the language skills and strategies necessary for becoming proficient readers.  

The type of instruction that a student receives will also affect reading comprehension. Strategies for 

improving reading comprehension must be taught directly by teachers. Simply providing opportunities or 

requiring for children to read will not teach many students the comprehension strategies they need to be 

proficient readers.. These need to be taught directly as students learn to read simple sentences and this direct 

instruction needs to continue in different forms throughout a student’s elementary and secondary school 

experience. 

The Process of Reading Comprehension 

From the analysis above, it is clearly seen that schema plays an important role in reading 

comprehension. The author then will introduce three models of reading process and analyze the relationship 

between schema and reading comprehension.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The reading of text starts with the identification of individual words, i.e. the processes which convert 

the visual input into a linguistic representation.  

Perfetti & Hart (2001in Verhoeven and Perfetti, 2008) express the basic idea that reading skill among 

readers is supported by their knowledge of words, including the precision of the reader’s representation of 

orthography, phonology, morphology and meaning. Moreover, The bottom line is that readers who are given 

cognitive strategy instruction make significant gains on comprehension compared with students who are trained 

with conventional instruction procedures. (Trabasso and Bouchard, 2002, p. 177, citing Pressley, Johnson, 

Symons, McGoldrick, and Kurita, 1989; Rosenshine and Meister, 1994; and Rosenshine, Meister, and 

Chapman, 1996) 

As a next step, text comprehension requires word-to-text integration. Understanding sentences requires 

the identification of words. As a word is identifies, the reader connects it to a continuously update representation 

of the text. To arrive at text comprehension, the reader must combine the meaning of each sentence with the 

message accumulated up to that point on the basic of prior text. This memory-based position sees 

comprehension as the product of evaluations of the information from text. Text comprehension cannot be done 

with only the information present in the text, but that individuals also use their prior knowledge to construct new 

knowledge that is relevant to their individual experiences and situations.  

Models of Reading Process 

Psychologists have generally distinguished three kinds of processing : bottom-up model, top-down 

model and interactive model. 

1. Bottom-up model 

Bottom-up model of reading process holds the view that reading is a process of building symbols into 

words, words, words into sentences and sentences into the overall meaning, which reflects traditional attitudes 

toward reading. In this model, readers begin with the lowest level, from which the symbols are identified. 

Strings of symbols are then analyzed into morphological clusters, from which words are recognized and then 

strings of words are analyzed into phrases and sentences. The meaning of the text is expected to come naturally 

as the code is broken base on the reader’s prior knowledge of linguistic units like vocabulary, grammar, syntax. 

Therefore, from the point of view of bottom-up model, accuracy in understanding linguistic units is 

very significant and the lower-level processing skill in reading are important. This model weakens the 

significance of reading comprehension because the focus is on the understanding of linguistic knowledge but 

little attention is paid to schema, i.e. related cultural background, the whole text, etc. 

2. Top-down model 

Top-down model emphasizes the use of readers’ real world knowledge in memory. The most 

influential and comprehensive top-model is put forward by Goodman (1967), “the goal of reading is 

constructing meaning in response to text ; it requires interactive use of grapho-phonic, syntactic, and semantic 

cues to construct meaning. “Readers do not read every word, but see through the text in order to be able to guess 

the meaning of the words or phrases. During this model reading process, readers take in larger units of meaning 

of the text at a time, match what they already know with the meaning they derive from the text. Top-down 

processing occurs as the system makes general predictions based on higher level and general schemata. It 

searches the input for information to fit into these partially satisfied, higher order schemata. 

3. Interactive model 

From the discussion above, it can be concluded that both bottom-up and top-down models have 

limitations. The recognition of this results in a more comprehensive reading process, namely, interactive model 

which is an interaction of bottom-up and top-down models claiming that prior knowledge and prediction 

facilitate the processing of input from the text. The interaction in this perspective takes place at three levels :  

1) The interaction between lower-level and higher-level skills 

2) The interaction between bottom-up  processing and top-down processing 



3) The interaction between the background knowledge presupposed in the text and the background of 

the reader. 

 In interactive reading processing, both bottom-up and top-down processing should be occurring at all 

levels simultaneously. Readers may employ bottom-up process as a base for comprehending a text and then turn 

to top-down process to execute high-level interpretation of the context of the text. Prediction of the content will 

be confirmed, revised or rejected through further data analysis. Interactive model of reading process is the 

combination of bottom-up and top-down models, and thus absorbs their merits and avoids the limitations to a 

great extent. Till now, this is the most effective reading processing . Hence, it is advocated by many researchers.  

  Schemata 

Schemata is the reader prior knowledge or readers’ knowledge background (schemata or background 

knowledge). Students in this era, will feel born when they face reading text. It can be because of some reasons 

on their mind. The most reason why they don’t like reading text because of their laziness. Because of their 

laziness, they don’t have many knowledge. In order words, they lack of background knowledge. In case, we 

believe that the more we read, the more we know information. Beside the laziness, they also lack of vocabulary. 

It makes them difficult to comprehend the purpose of the text.  

The fact shows how important schemata is. Schemata will help the students easily to comprehend the 

text. That’s why teacher should give some motivation for students. Moreover, when facing national examination 

in English Subject and ask students to read one article or text everyday. So that, they will have many 

information that will be enrich their background knowledge. Not only have many information, but also have 

many vocabulary on reading the written text. Base on three kinds of models of reading process, students mostly 

use the bottom up model.  

In this article, Learning Theory – Schema Theory, Brewer writes that schemata were initially 

introduced into psychology and education through the work of the British psychologist Sir Frederic Bartlett 

(1886 – 1969 ). He regarded schema is a part of top-down processing. Furthermore, Bartlett considered schemas 

to be structures of knowledge stored in the long-term memory. Bartlett proposed that people have schemata, or 

unconscious mental structures, that represent an individual’s generic knowledge about the world. It is through 

schemata that old knowledge influences new information. Moreover, Rumelhart (1977 cited in Al-Shafee, 

retrieved at fatermawiki.wikispaces.com) has illustrated schemata as “building blocks of cognition” that are 

used in the process of understanding sensory data, in repossessing information from memory, in organizing aims 

an sub-goals, in allocating resources, and in  leading the flow of the processing system. 

From the above definitions, we may conclude that schema is the prior knowledge gained through 

experiences stored in one’s mind. It is an abstract structure of knowledge.  

 

Types of Schemata  

Generally, there are three major types of schemata, namely, linguistic schemata, formal schemata and 

content schemata (Al-Shafee), which are closely related to reading comprehension.  

1. Linguistic schemata 

Linguistic schemata refer to readers’ existing language proficiency in vocabulary, grammar and idioms. 

They are the foundation of other schemata. As is known, linguistic knowledge plays an essential part in text 

comprehension. Without linguistic schemata, it is impossible for the reader to decode and comprehend a text.  

Therefore, the more linguistic schema a reader has in his mind, the faster the reader acquires 

information and the better understanding the reader may get.  

2. Formal Schemata 

Formal schemata are the organizational forms and rhetorical structures of written texts. They include 

knowledge of different text types and genres, and also include the knowledge that different types of texts use 

text organization, language structures, vocabulary, grammar and level of formality differently. Formal schemata 



are described as abstract, encoded, internalized, coherent patterns of meta-linguistic, discourse and textual 

organization that guide expectation in our attempts to understand a meaning piece of language.  

Readers use their schematic representations of the text such as fictions, poems, essays, newspaper 

articles, academic articles in magazines and journals to help comprehend the information in the text. Studies 

show that the knowledge of what type and genre the text is can facilitate reading comprehension for readers 

because the type of the text will offer detailed evidence of the content of the text. Nonetheless, compared with 

the linguistic and content schemata, the formal schemata offer less power in the reading process (Carrell, 1984). 

3. Content schemata 

Content schemata refer to the background knowledge of the content area of a text, or the topic a text 

talks about. They include topic familiarity, cultural knowledge and previous experience with a field. Content 

schemata deal with the knowledge relative to the content domain of the text, which is the key to the 

understanding of texts. 

Since one language is not only the simple combination of vocabulary, sentence structure and grammar 

but also the bearer of different levels of the language’s culture. To some extent, content schemata can make up 

for the lack of language schemata, and thus help learners understand texts by predicting, choosing information 

and removing ambiguities. 

Many studies show that readers’ content schemata influence their reading comprehension more greatly 

than formal schemata. On the whole, the familiarity of the topic has a direct influence on readers’ 

comprehension. The more the reader knows about the topic, the more easily and quickly he gets the information 

of the text. Therefore, if one wants to be an efficient reader, he needs to try to know the knowledge about more 

fields and topics. Learners with more prior knowledge can better comprehend and remember more the text. 

Function of Schema in Reading Comprehension 

From the analysis above, it is clearly seen that schema plays an important role in reading 

comprehension. Above all, the notion of reading ought to be illustrated. In general, reading can be regarded as 

the ability to gather meaning from printed symbols, taking into account both the individual’s level of reading 

and purpose for reading. In teaching practice, reading must be defined in accordance with students’ levels of 

reading in order to meet their proper needs. For beginners, recognizing words and comprehending literal 

meaning are important components of reading. For intermediate readers, reading contains a deeper 

understanding of texts in terms of main ideas and textual organization, etc. For advanced readers, reading 

includes not only interpretation but also critical evaluation. 

The importance of schematic knowledge is now widely acknowledged in foreign language teaching and 

many researches in the schema-oriented realm of ESL/EFL reading have been carried out. The relationship of 

the three types of schemata and reading comprehension will be introduced respectively in the following text. 

Linguistic Schemata and Reading Comprehension 

As mentioned before. linguistic schemata refer to readers’ existing language proficiency in vocabulary, 

grammar and sentence structure. As the basis of comprehension, language knowledge plays an important role on 

understanding of the text, especially for learners at the elementary stage of learning. Without basic language 

knowledge, no reading strategy or skill can function effectively.  

Therefore, the more language schemata readers have in their mind, the more information readers may 

acquire from the text, and the more effective readers they may become. 

 Formal Schemata and Reading Comprehension 

Formal schemata refers to the organizational forms and rhetorical structures of written texts, including 

knowledge of different text types and genres, and the acknowledgement that different types of texts use text 

organization, language structures, vocabulary, grammar and level of formality differently. Carrel (1984) made 



an experiment to investigate whether we can facilitate ESL/EFL reading comprehension by teaching text 

structure based on schematic knowledge.  

The result of the experiment proved that explicit teaching of the text structure can improve students’ 

reading comprehension. Different reading materials bear different characteristics and pose the correspondent 

reading requests for readers. A suitable employment of formal schemata plays a significant role in reading. 

Content Schemata and Reading Comprehension 

Content schemata refer to the knowledge relative to the content domain of reading materials, which is 

the key to the understanding of a text. As a language is not only consisted of vocabulary, grammar and sentence 

structures, it is also the carrier of different levels of culture. Studies proved that content schemata affect 

comprehension and remembering more than formal schemata do for text organization. Readers remembered the 

most when both the content and rhetorical forms were familiar to them while unfamiliar content may cause more 

difficulties in correct comprehension. 

 Descriptive Texts 

The goal of a descriptive text is to vividly describes a person, place, or thing in such a way that the reader can 

visualize the topic and feel like they are part of the experience. Descriptive writing is characterized by the 

following: 

• elaborate use of sensory details 

• details which go beyond the general 

• details which enable the reader to picture or relive what the writer is telling  

 

The general characteristics of a descriptive writing include: 

Vividly descriptive details 

     It elaborates on sensory details including how does it look, sound, feel, smell 

1. Figurative language may be used 

 It uses words, phrases, symbols, and ideas such as simile, hyperbole, metaphor, symbolism and 

personification in such as way as to evoke mental images and sense impressions. 

2.  Showing, not telling 

It uses vivid and precise adjectives, adverbs and verbs when describing the topic. 

Descriptive writing appears almost everywhere and is often included in other genre such as a descriptive 

introduction of a character in a narrative. An example of a descriptive text is below : 

 

My Cat Gregory 

Gregory is my beautiful gray Persian cat. He walks with pride and grace, performing a dance of disdain as he slowly lifts and 
lowers each paw with the delicacy of a ballet dancer. Hi pride, however, does not extend to his appearance, for he spends most of his tune 

indoors watching television and growing fat.He enjoys TV commercials, especially those for Meow Mix and 9 Lives. His familiarity with cat 

food commercials has led him to reject generic brands of cat food in favor of only the most expensive brands. 
Gregory is as finicky about visitors as he is about what he eats, befriending some and repelling others. He may snuggle up 

against your ankle, begging to be pelted, or he may imitate a skunk and slain your favorite trousers. Gregory does not do this to establish 

his territory, as many ca experts think, but to humiliate me because he is jealous of my friends. 
After my guests have fled, I look a: the old fleabag snoozing and smiling to himself in front of the television set, and I have to forgive him for 

his obnoxious, but endearing, habits. 

 

Narrative Texts 

The goal for narrative writing is to tell a story of an experience, event, or sequence of events while holding the 

reader’s interest. Narrative writing is usually characterized by the following: 

• written in first or third-person 

• characters, setting, plot 

• may include some dialogue 

• events organized in chronological sequence (although flashbacks may be used) 



The general characteristics of a narrative writing include: 

1. Revealing something of importance 

Narratives make a point and that point is usually defined in the first sentence but may appear as the last sentence 

in the first paragraph. 

2. Depicting characters and setting vividly 

The writer brings the story to life by using his senses to depict the events of the story: how does it look, sound, 

feel, smell. Include the important events that make up the story in enough detail for your readers to understand 

what happened while avoiding any details that do not relate to the main point. 

3. Showing, not telling 

It uses vivid and precise verbs when describing your events. 

4. Presenting events in a clear, chronological order 

It uses a logical progression with good transitions when moving from point-to-point. Narrative writing appears 

in and is not limited o poetry, short stories, novels, personal essays, tall tales, and folk tales, to name just a few. 

It also takes a particular form in scripts and plays. Below is an example of narrative text; 

“Once upon a time there lived a little girl named Snow White. She lived with her aunt and uncle because her parents were dead.One day she 
heard her uncle and aunt talking about leaving Snow White in the castle because they both wanted to go to America and they didn’t have 

enough money to take Snow White. 

Snow White didn‘t want her uncle and aunt to do this so she decided it would be best f she ran away. The next morning she ran away from 

home when her aunt and uncle were having breakfast. She ran away into the woods.Then she saw a little cottage. She knocked but no one 

answered so she went inside and fell asleep. Meanwhile, the seven dwarfs were coming home from work. They went inside. There they found 

Snow White sleeping. Then Snow White woke up. She saw the dwarfs. The dwarfs said, “What ‘s your name?” Snow White said, “My name 
is Snow White.” No, one of the dwarfs said, “If you wish;, you may live here with us.” Snow White said, “Oh could I? Thank you.” Then 

Snow White told the dwarfs the whole story and Snow White and the seven dwarfs lived happily ever after.” 

 

Procedure Text  

The purpose procedural text is to tell the reader how to do or make something. The information is 

presented in a logical sequence of events which is broken up into small sequenced steps. These texts are usually 

written in the present tense.  

Generic Structure of Procedure Text : 

1. Goal Section : showing the purpose (menunjukkan tujuan Yang Dimaksud ) 

2. Material Text : Telling the needed materials ( Menjelaskan bahan yang dibutuhkan ) 

3. Step 1-end Guide: Describing the steps to achieve the purpose (Menggambarkan  langkah-langkah untuk 

mencapai tujuan )  

How To Make A Cup Of Instant Coffee 

 

Ingredients   

• Hot Water  

• Instant Coffee  

• A Cup and a spoon  
 

      Steps    

1. Buy your favorite instant coffee. This step is very important. Whatever the coffee is, if you do not like, do not buy it. You do not need 
to buy a famous and expensive coffee which you dislike. Be selective in choosing the right coffee because the flavor is the most 

important thing in the world of coffee lovers.  

2. Boils water quickly with a hot water dispenser. A hot water dispenser is a kettle-like product that will boil and dispense a single 
mugful of water at a time. Of course, you should have it if you want to make a cup of instant coffee instantly.  

3. Pour your instant coffee in a cup and mix it with the hot water. Stir it with the spoon until you smell the right coffee you like. That’s 

enough how to make a cup of instant coffee quickly.  



 

 

1.2.4.1. Recount Text 

Recount text is a text that telling the reader about one story, action or activity.  The purpose of the text 

is to entertain or give information the reader by retelling past event or experience 

Generic Structure 

1. Orientation 

Tell who has involved, what happened, where the events took place, and when it happened 

2. Events  

Tell what happened and in what sequence 

3. Reorientation 

Consist of optional closure of events/ending  

 

Pangandaran Beach 

he tour to Pangandaran Beach started on holiday last semester. We decided to go to Pangandaran Beach by our motorbike. That 

was very interesting tour. Riding a motorbike from my hometown, Cirebon, to Pangandaran Beach with my best frTiends made me feel 

exited. 

The tour to Pangandaran Beach began at 09.00 a.m. in the morning and it took 5 hours riding to Pangandaran Beach. There 

were so many story that my friends and I got when we were in the tour such as there was my friend who got lost, ran out of fuel in the middle 

of jungle, and so forth. But it was interesting, because it was the first moment that I ever had in touring. We arrived at Pangandaran Beach 

at 02.00 p.m. and we stright to move to the beach. At beach we just lied down there to stretch our muscle because of 5 hours riding. We also 

had a lunch there by eating some foods that we brought from Cirebon. That was very nice moment when we shared our own food to others.  

After we had enough rest, we began to explore Pangandaran Beach. Started by exploring the beach, and the sea using rented 

boat. Then we went to dive by renting some diving equipment. We could see many coral there. We just had 2 hours to enjoy Pangandaran 

Beach because we had to come back to Cirebon. 

We came back to Cirebon at 04.00 p.m. It was impossible to ride in the night, so we just decided to stay over in our friend house 

in Ciamis and we started to come back in the morning. That was very nice experience that I and my friends ever had. We would never forget 

that moment. At 22:30 at night. It was a very interesting holiday for me and my family was happy. 

Report Text 

"Report is a text which present information about something, as it is. It is as a result of systematic observation 

and analyses.“ 

Its social purpose is presenting information about something. They generally describe an entire class of things, 

whether natural or made: mammals, the planets, rocks, plants, countries of region, culture, transportation, and so 

on.  

General structure report text  

1.General Clasification; General statements that describe the subject of the report, a description, and 

classification  

2. Description: tells what the phenomenon under discussion ; in terms of parts, qualities, habits or behaviors 

 there is also some informtion about the generic structure report text, which coveres: 

3. General information 

Bundles of Specific Information 

Marine Animals 

There are millions of plants and animals living in the sea. Most of the plants and animals living in the oceans are extremely 
small and float near the surface of the water. They are food for huge numbers of small animals that also live near the surface. Together, 

they are all known as plankton. Many fish feed on this plankton, including one of the largest, the whale shark. Despite their great size, 

certain whales live entirely on plankton.  
The blue whale is the largest animal ever to live. It grows to a length Of over 100 feet. The humpback whale is a smaller kind 

and has long flippers. It can jump right out the water. The Californian grey whale makes long migrations every year – it spends the summer 

feeding in the Artic but swims south to the warmer waters off the coast of Mexico in the winter. The females give birth in the shallow.  



Many of the fish in the sea may be eaten by other meat-eaters. Sharks, for example, are some of the fastest hunters, although not 
all of them eat other fish.Deep down in the oceans live many strange fish. It is so dark down there that many of these fish have “light” on 

them, which are used for attracting smaller fish for the larger ones to eat. 

Jellyfish are peculiar-looking creatures ranging in size from a fraction of an inch to 6 feet across. They don’t really swim but drift in the 
currents of the open oceans. Although they contain a powerful sting, they are often eaten by turtles. Turtles are reptiles that spend most of 

their eggs on sandy beaches. 

 

Analytical Text  

Analytical text is about examining or inspect the discussion that tries to provide a comprehensive 

explanation of a problem by displaying the opinions supporting carefully. A discussion is used to present 

different opinions on a particular issue or topic. Arguments for ideas againts between positive and negative or 

between good and bad.  

The generic structure of the text : 

• Issue 

 this part consists of an introductory paragraph that introduces topic/issue- may state writer’s view. 

• Argument  

 this part consist of series of paragraph that outline arguments for and againts te issue or topic. Would should 

show comparison/cotrast and link rguments. 

• Conclusion  

 this part consists of sump up of issue and presents writer’s point of view and recommendations. 

 

All Children Should Have to Play Sport 

 

[Thesis] Children all over Australia are getting fatter and the way we live is making it worse. So how can we help? The best way 

is to get kids of all ages involved in playing sport. 
[Argumen 1 / Main Idea] Being active by playing sport is going to keep kids strong, fit and healthy. Growing bodies need lots of 

daily exercise and the best way to do this is to play sport. Scientists have shown that kids who play sport have less health problems than kids 

who sit at home watch too much TV. 

[Argumen 2 / Supporting reason and evidence] There are lots of sports that kids can play such as soccer and netball in the winter, 

and softball and cricket in the summer. They can also play sports like gymnastics, tennis and basketball all year round. So it doesn’t matter 

what you like or where you live, there is a sport for everyone. You won’t have to complain about obeing bred!Also, playing a team sport is 
great for kids because they get to make lots of new friends. They also learn how to work together in a team and cooperate with each other. 

Kids who don’t play sports don’t have this chance for fun and friendship, which is really sad. 

[Reiteration / Conclusion] It is obvious that all children should have to play sport. It helps them make new friends, keep fit and 
healthy, and learn how to work with others. Playing a sports is fun and exciting and it is much better than being bored at home. 

 

Hortatory exposition Text 

Hortatory exposition is a type of spoken or written text that is intended to explain the listeners or 

readers that something should or should not happen or be done. The purpose of the text is to persuade the 

readers that something should or should not be the case or be done. 

Generic Structure 

1. Thesis : Statement or announcement of issue concern 

2. Arguments : Reasons for concern that will lead to recommendation 

3. Recommendation : Statement of what should or should not happen or be done based on the given 

arguments 

The Importance of Speaking English 

 English nowadays has an important role in our daily life. It is the massive means of communication. Is there a strong argument 

which says that English will not give any benefit?  

Learning to speak English well may be the best way to improve our life. It seems all the people in the world have agreed to use 

English to talk to each other. About 1,500,000,000 people in the world speak English. While another 1,000,000,000 are still learning 
English.  If we can communicate in English, we can contact people from all over the world. We can talk about our ideas and opinions on 

Internet discussion groups. We can chat with other interesting people to learn about their life and culture. If we can communicate in 

English, we can travel more easily. English is spoken in more than 100 countries. If we lost, we can ask directions or ask for help. Who 
knows, English will save our life somewhere some day. That is why we should make every effort possible to find somebody to speak with. 

Where can we find people who can speak English with us? We can find them at school, shopping mall, tourist destination, etc 

Above all, don't be afraid to speak English. We must try to speak, even if we make mistakes. We cannot learn without mistakes. 

So, speak English as much as possible!  

http://perawang-cyber.blogspot.com/2012/06/penjelasan-hortatory-exposition-text.html


Anecdote Text 

Anecdote Text is one of the English text of the Narration (see article Types of Text) which retells the events odd 

or unusual events both fact and imagination. Actually from the Text Anecdote sense we can conclude the 

communicative purpose of Anecdote Text is recounted events odd or unusual events to entertain the reader.  

Generic Structure Text Anecdote : 

1. Abstract 

The first linguistic structure of Anecdote Text is Abstract. In the Abstract section, usually the author began 

introducing odd or unusual occurrences what will be told. There are a number of Anecdote Abstract Text begins 

with the use of interrogative sentence, but not all of Anecdote Abstract Text using interrogative sentence. 

2. Orientation 

The second linguistic structure of Anecdote Text is Orientation. As in Narrative Text, Text Orientation in 

Anecdote also tell who, when, and where the incidence of odd or unusual events occurred.   

3. Crisis 

The third linguistic structure of Anecdote Text is Crisis. This section tells the bizarre incident or unusual events 

occurred. The author tells the incident in detail. 

4. Reaction / Incident 

Last linguistic structure of Anecdote Text is Coda. In the Coda, the author tells the story of how the subject 

(actor) solve the problem and the end of an odd or unusual events such. 

 

Waiting for Bus Line 54 

 

An innocent girl is your first time visiting the city of Washington, DC. He really wanted to visit a 

place in town. Because do not know the exact direction, he then asked the policeman who was nearby."Excuse me sir," the girl said, "I'm 

going to 'Capitol Building', how are you?" With a friendly police officer said, "You wait here and wait for bus number 54 and the bus that 

will take you right up to 'Capitol Building '. " 

The girl immediately to thank the police and the police  were gone. Three hours later the police returned to his post and 

found that the girl was still standing in the same place. The police rushed to the girl and said, "Excuse me Miss, but to be able to go to 
'Capitol Building' You have to take bus number 54. I've said it three hours ago is not it? Why are you still waiting? "The girl innocently 

replied, "Do not worry sir, no longer really ... just now that the 45th bus had passed anyway, so it's still less 9 bus again!"  

   

Discussion Text 

 A text which present a problematic discourse. This problem will be discussed from diferent view 

points. Discussion commonly found in philosophical, hostoric, and social text . The purpose of this text  used 

to present different opinions on a particular issue or topic. Arguments for ideas againts between positive and 

negative or between good and bad.  

The generic structure of this text, below : 

1. Issue :      this part consists of an introductory paragraph that introduces    

           topic/issue- may state writer’s view. 

2. Argument : this part consist of series of paragraph that outline arguments  for and againts the issue or 

topic. Would should show comparison/  cotrast and link rguments. 

3. Conclusion :  this part consists of sump up of issue and presents writer’s  point  of view and 

recommendations. 

School Uniforms 

School uniforms are like dress codes that are determined by the teaching institutions and students has to follow the designed 
code obediently everyday through out the school year. 

Many people believe that school uniforms should be applied in all schools as the first step of teaching discipline. Others disagree 

saying that forcing children to wear the same attire everyday will take away the joy of dressing up for school every morning. I believe that 
uniforms have various advantages for both the family and the child. 

Firstly, a united school apparel can relief a financial stress of the backs of many families. As kids tend to compete and imitate 

each other, the race of following new trends in fashion or, providing different attire for every school day is considered a financial burden, 
not every family can afford it. 

Secondly, a uniform creates a sense of equality between all pupils. Young kids tend to judge others according to their look and 

what they wear. Uniting their school attire will draw their attention to other criteria and, the only advantage of one student over another 
would be personality, academic achievement or being good at sports.  

On the other hand, as repetition can lead to boredom, children can get frustrated of wearing same thing to school every day. Also, prevent 

their first steps of individuality by taking away their right to choose what to wear on their own free well. 



In conclusion, I believe uniforms aren’t meant to suppress the creativity or freedom of children. It helps redirecting kids’ 

creativity towards more important things than outer look, and waive financial burden of their families.  

 

  Explanation Text 

 Explanation Text is a text that contains the processes associated with natural phenomena, social, 

science, culture and others. An Explanation text is usually derived from the corresponding author questions 

'why' and 'how' of an existing phenomenon. The purpose of this text is  to explain the processes that occur in the 

formation or activity associated with natural phenomena, social, scientific, cultural, and others aimed at 

explaining.  

The generic structure of this text :  

1. A general statement 

in general statement contains a general explanation of the phenomenon will be discussed, the phenomenon could 

be the introduction or explanation.  

2. A sequence of explanation 

A squanced of explanation why the process contains an explanation of the phenomenon may occur or created. A 

sequence of explanation in the form of answers to the question 'why' and 'how' author when making an 

Explanation text. In sequenced of explanation may consist of more than one paragraph.  

3. Closing 

Actually closing it is not listed in the generic structure of the Explanation text, but most people assume that the 

last paragraph of an Explanation text is closing, but it is part of squenced of explantaion which contains the final 

step described in section squenced of explanation.  

 

How Does The Fan Work? 
  The Fan is an electronic device that everybody use it in their house. People use the fan to make the air in the room cooler, 

especially in hot day. And how does the fan work? 

  An electric fan is an electric motor with some fan blades attached to its rotating shaft. As the motor spins, the fan blades rotate. 
Each blade is angled a bit, and as the inclined plane of the blade moves through the air, it forces the air ahead of it forward. Each blade 

does this on a continuous basis, and the result is a moving air stream. The fan is taking air from the area behind itself and blowing it out the 

front.  The fan generates a movement of air, causing the warm dense air to descend, and the cool dense air to rise, thus creating a feeling of 
coolness in the air.  

News Item Text 

News Items Text is one (Types Of Text) informing the reader about the events that happen everyday. 

Such events are presented to the reader is an event that is considered important, warm and newsworthy.  News 

Items communicative purpose of the text is to let readers, listeners or viewers about events or events that are 

considered important or newsworthy. 

Generic Structure News Item Text : 

In the English text manifold News Item Text, there are three sections in each linguistic structure, namely: 

1. Newsworthy Event 

The first part of the structure of language News Item Text that is often called the Main Event is the part that tells 

or contains news about the event or events that are usually in the form of core summary or Summary. 

2. Background Event 

The second part of the structure of language News Item Text or often referred to as the Elaboration is the part 

that tells or background of the events or occurrences, who is involved and where it happened. 

3. Source 

The last part of the structure of language News Item Text is the part that tells or shows on the comments, 

witnessed the events, the opinion of experts, etc. about the event or events that diberCiri Linguistic News Item 

Text. 

 

Jokowi wins Indonesian Election 

 

Jakarta – Joko Widodo, who won the hearts of Indonesians with his common-man image, garnered 53 percent of the vote in 

Indonesia’s presidential election, final results from the Election Commission showed Tuesday. 

The numbers were released shortly after his opponent, former Gen. Prabowo Subianto, declared he was with drawing from the 
contest, saying there was fraud during the election and that it was unfair and undemocratic.Widodo, a former furniture maker known widely 



as “Jokowi,” maintained a slim lead of about 4 percentage points in unofficial quick counts by polling agencies released after the July 9 

election.But Subianto, who has declared assets of $140 million and was on his third bid for the presidency, repeatedly claimed that polling 

firms with links to his campaign showed he was ahead. “We reject the 2014 presidential election, which is unlawful, and therefore we 

withdraw from the ongoing process,“ he said. 
There were no immediate reports of violence. About 100 Subianto supporters held a peaceful protest some 300 yards from the 

Election Commission building in downtown Jakarta, chanting “Prabowo is the real president” and holding banners demanding that the 

commission stop cheating. The building was surrounded by thousands of policemen to maintain security after a particularly nasty 
presidential campaign. It was the first election that pitted two candidates directly against each other since the Muslim majority country of 

240 million emerged from the long and brutal Suharto dictatorship 16 years ago. 

Supporters of both men used social media for personal attacks, and Subianto’s supporters led a smear campaign against Widodo, 
spreading rumors he is not a Muslim. The commission was to formally declare the winner later Tuesday evening. Final results showed that 

Widodo won 70,997,859 votes, or 53.15 percent of the nearly 133 million valid ballots cast, while Subianto won 62,576,444 votes, or 46.85 

percent. 
 

 A Review Text   

A review is an evaluation of a publication, product, service, or company such as a movie (a movie 

review), video game, musical composition (music review of a composition or recording), book (book review); a 

piece of hardware like a car, home appliance, or computer; or an event or performance, such as a live music 

concert, play, musical theater show, or dance show. Purpose to critique or evaluate an art work or event for a 

public audience 

• Orientation : places the work in its general and particular context, often by comparing it with others of 

its kind or through an analog with a non–art object or event.  

• Interpretive Recount : summarize the plot and/or providers an account of how the reviewed rendition of 

the work came into being 

• Evaluation : provides an evaluation of the work and/or its performance or production; is usually 

recursive  

  

The Lost World 

 
 Jurassic Park Part II is a motion picture about an island populated with real dinosaurs. Released in 1997, this science fiction 

adventure is the sequel to the box office hit, Jurassic park (1993), in which a scientist built a dinosaur theme park on a remote island. 
Although those dinosaurs were destroyed, there were some left on another island. Dr. Sarah Harding (played by Juliannne Moore) and Dr. 

Ian Malcolm (Jeff Goldblum) travel to the island to observe the dinosaurs and try to prevent Roland Tembo (Pete Postlethwaite) from 

rounding the beasts up and taking them to theme park in the United States. The weather turns bad, the dinosaurs become violent, and one of 
the angry beasts makes its way to Los Angles, California. (adapted from: www. Jurassic park. Com)Did you know The 1993 movie Jurassic 

Park used special computer effects to make very realistic looking dinosaurs. In one scene, two character are terrified by Tyrannosaurus rex. 

 

 Spoof Text 

Spoof is a text which tells factual story, happened in the past time with unpredictable and funny ending.  

The social function of Spoof text is to entertain the readers and share the story. The Generic Structure of the text 

is : 

1. Orientation:  The beginning of story. A scene setting opening that involved the story, when, and 

where.  

2.  Events:  Tell readers what happen in chronological order. 

3.  Twist: Is an ending in which provide the funniest part of story (something unexpected happens).  

The Perfect Husband 

Several men are in the locker room of a golf club. A cell phone on a bench rings and a man engages the hands-free speaker 

function and begins to talk. Everyone else in the room stops to listen. 

MAN  : "Hello" 
WOMAN : "Honey, it's me. Are you at the club?" 

MAN  : "Yes" 

WOMAN : "I'm at the mall now and found this beautiful leather coat.  
   It's only $1,000. Is it OK if I buy it?" 

MAN  : "Sure, go ahead if you like it that much." 

WOMAN : "I also stopped by the Mercedes dealership and saw the  
   new 2007 models. I saw one I really liked." 

MAN  : "How much?" 

WOMAN : "$80,000." 
MAN  : "OK, but for that price I want it with all the options." 

WOMAN : "Great! Oh, and one more thing. The house we wanted last  

   year is back on the market. They're asking $950,000." 
MAN  : "Well, then go ahead and give them an offer, but just offer  



   $900,000." 

WOMAN : "OK. I'll see you later! I love you!" 

MAN  : "Bye, I love you, too." 

The man hangs up. The other men in the locker room are looking at him in astonishment. Then he smiles and asks: "Anyone 
know whose phone is???!!!" 

 

 Learning Styles 

style is the way students begin to concentrate on, process, internalize, and remember new and difficult 

academic information. Another expert, Kolb According to Dunn and Dunn (1993) in Dunn and Griggs (2000: 

8), learning (1981, 1984) in Sims and Sims (1995: 200), learning style develops as a consequence of heredity 

factors, previous learning experiences, and the demands of the present environment. Although learning style is 

relatively stable, qualitative changes result from maturation and environmental stimuli (Cornett, 1983 in Sims 

and Sims, 1995: 200). 

Many people believe that learning style, cognitive style, thinking style and affective styles are the 

different names of the same thing. Even in literature some writers have used these terms in synonymous 

meaning. But for the better understanding of these terms it is better to take them as different but interrelated 

with each other. 

There are some theorists or practitioners who believe that learning style is not an independent or 

individual concept that is totally free from the interaction of other elements or variables. Rather there are 

different elements that contribute in the constitution of a particular learning style. The concept of learning style 

is the combination of characteristic cognitive, affective, and psychological elements. These elements determine 

the way of perceiving, interacting with, and responding to the learning environment. They decide that how one 

particular individual will react to a specific situation and how he or she will behave in a unique or common 

learning situation. The unique integration of these elements paves a path for perception of the individual in a 

unique style. This leads to a different interaction with the same learning environment by different people and it 

is a matter of learning style.  Learning styles are taken as stable individual preferences for receiving and 

processing information by many of the theorists. The person who is concrete learner will grasp and process 

information by using concrete abilities like concrete experience and active experimentation most of the time, 

whereas abstract learner will rely on abstract abilities of reflective observation and abstract conceptualization in 

order to perceive and process information, and their this habit will be uniform in many or most of situations 

overtime. 

Learning style not only has its connections with environment but always focus on the needs of the 

learner. Different people have different needs and these needs prompt the individual; to interact and deal with 

environment in such a way that best satisfy the needs. As learning style consists of different cognitive, 

psychological and affective behaviors, they make it relatively permanent and consistent to perceive and relate 

with environment with a unique way. This uniqueness makes the educational experience unique for every 

person (Bennet, 1990 : 107). 

The diagnosis of learning style gives an advantage to educators in terms of facilitating them to analyze 

the performance of their students, motivate them in the better way, and guide their students in the school that 

how they can get maximum benefit in the instructional programs. The learning style diagnosis is considered a 

most powerful approach to education as well as an innovative and unique way of finding out learners’ 

differences in term of learning. The knowledge of students’ learning style helps a teacher in better teaching and 

modifying teaching strategies according to varied needs and preferences of learners. The asset of studying 

different learning styles is the improvement in teaching learning process. This approach guides in the better way 

that where a particular child has the difficulty in relation to grasping or processing information in the 

educational institutions as well as in the daily life. 

Learning Styles and Cognitive Styles 



Considerable confusion appears in the literature concerning the terms cognitive style and learning style. 

In briefly, learning style is influenced by cognitive, psychological, and social-cultural factors. The cognitive 

factor refers to the preferred way that an individual processes information. The psychological factor refers to 

issues like self-esteem, inhibition, empathy, and motivation. Finally the social-cultural describe the interaction 

of the learner with the environment, and the other people. For each factor they have been developed different 

learning styles. 

The cognitive styles describe how the individual acquires knowledge (cognition) and how an individual 

processes information (conceptualization). The cognitive styles are related to mental behaviors, habitually 

applied by an individual to problem solving, and generally to the way that information is obtained, sorted and 

utilized. Cognitive style a usually described as a personality dimension which influences attitudes, values and 

social interaction. 

Heineman (1995) writes that descriptions of cognitive style according to McFadden (1986), include: a 

consistent pattern of behavior within a range of individual variability (Comet, 1983); a student’s consistent way 

of responding to and using stimuli in a learning environment (Claxton & Ralston, 1978); how individuals 

process information and prefer to learn (Garity, 1985); the way individuals organize information and 

experiences (Laschinger & Boss, 1984); a person’s characteristic style of acquiring and using information 

(Haynsake, 1981) and; an expression of psychological differentiation within characteristic modes of information 

processing (Witkin & Goodenough, 1971, 1981).  

Learning Style Models 

There are some learning styles models designed by some educational psychologist such as: (I) Koib’s 

Learning Styles Inventory (LSI), (2) FelderSilverman Learning Style Model, (3) Herman Brain Dominance 

Instrument (HBDI), (4) The Myer —Briggs Type Indicator, (5) 4MAT Learning Styles Model, (6) Canfield 

Learning Styles, (7) Perceptual Modality, (8) The Dunn and Dunn ‘1, (9) The Grasha- Riechmann Student 

Learning Style Scales, (10) Group edded Figures Test (GEFT), (11) Gregore Style Delineator, (12) Keirsey 

Temparament Sorter II, and (13) Honey and Mumford Learning Styles. 

 The 4MAT Learning Styles Model 

In 1981, Bernice McCarthy’s develop 4MAT learning styles model. Its cycle is based on several 

premises. Different students have different understandings and ways of processing knowledge. These 

preferences define one’s learning styles. The quality of learning is determined by improved grades. If teachers 

give learners choices using four quadrants of activities they use their own learning styles and students will 

succeed. One student can have his/her own way of learning; however it does not mean that he/she cannot use 

another method too. 

The format model rotates student through all four areas regardless of personal learning style 

preferences. Furthermore, it as an advantage to be flexible to change the style from one to another for a student, 

compared to the one who is limiting him/herself with only one certain style. McCarthy has four different 

learning style formats (Figure 2.2) that have been defined in her learning style theory (McCarthy, 1987 in 

Kutay, 2006). 

The 4mat System Model 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2  The 4MAT System Model 

1. Innovative Learners 

Innovative learners are mainly interested in personal meaning. These types of people have to know the 

reasons when they face to with a new knowledge. Cooperative learning, brainstorming, and integration of 

different contents such as science with writing models are effective for these kinds of learners. 

Innovative people give lots of importance to personal meanings. They believe on reasons and want to 

satisfy themselves and other persons. These learners want details and reasons that connect new information with 

personal experience. For them any information that is collected should be useful in daily life. The instructional 

strategies go best with these innovative learners are brainstorming, cooperative learning, and integration of 

contents. 

2. Analytic Learners 

Analytic learners are essentially interested In having facts directly without going deeply into details or 

concepts. They prefer mostly traditional lectures, independent research, and listening to experts in the subject 

matter. 

Analytic learners are primarily interested in acquiring facts in order to deepen their understanding of 

concepts and processes. They are capable of learning effectively from lectures, and enjoy independent research, 

and hearing what “the experts” have to say. 

3. Common Sense Learners 

Common sense learners are interested in how things work. They want to involve and check it out 

personally. They prefer a concrete style, experimental activities, hands-on tasks, and kinesthetic experience. 

These learners want to know that how things work. Concrete activities go very well with those learners. 

Such persons are kinesthetic learners. They give good results when they have manipulation, hand-on-tasks, and 

kinesthetic experiences. 

They are primarily interested in how things work; they want to “get in and try it.” Concrete, 

experiential learning activities work best for them--- using manipulative, hands-on tasks, kinesthetic experience, 

etc. 

4. Dynamic Learners 

Dynamic learners are interested in self- directed findings. These types of learners trust their feelings 

and also like to teach others. They prefer involvement in any type of independent studies, role-playing and 

games (McCarthy, 1987 in Kutay, 2006). 



Their strength is intuition. They seek to teach themselves and other persons. They are in favor of 

independent study .They are primarily interested in self-directed discovery. They rely heavily on their own 

intuition, and seek to teach both themselves and others. Any type of independent study is effective for theses 

learners. They also enjoy simulation. 

According to McCarthy, today in public schools instructional techniques such as lecturing are the most 

prevalent teaching style, which, attends to Type 2 Analytic learners. McCarthy suggested that teachers using her 

four styles have both right brain and left-brain processing techniques in this model. 

Learning Styles and Reading Comprehension 

The reading process is primarily visual because a student must look at a word and understand all of the 

meanings within the use of that word (Barbe & Swassing 1979 in Judy Williams’ dissertation 2010). Even after 

moving beyond word recognition, visualization continues to be a major part of the reading process. Wilhelm 

(2004) stated that being able to create images and mental models is an essential element of reading 

comprehension. The need to create images and mental models puts auditory, kinesthetic, and tactile learners at a 

disadvantage (Bathe & Swassing, 1979). 

There are strategies that teachers can use to help auditory, kinesthetic, and tactile learners succeed with 

the visual skill of reading. For kinesthetic learners, teachers can allow students to use their fingers to point to 

words as they read. Finger pointing helps them to focus on specific words or passages. For auditory learners 

teachers can focus on word attack skills that rely on the sounds of letters. For example, phonics instruction is 

more helpful for auditory learners than the look-say method. Teachers should allow, and even encourage, 

auditory learners to move their lips when reading even though lip movement can slow down their reading. 

Auditory, kinesthetic, and tactile learners may also have trouble reading because of the way they deal 

with imagery (Barbe & Swassing, 1979; Haggart, 2002 :120). Many struggling readers have never pictured an 

event or setting in a book. Many have never used their imagination to put themselves into books by “talking, 

living, dressing, and thinking like a character” (Robb, 2000). If a teacher asks the class to close their eyes and 

picture a sunset, some students will not see anything. In Reading is Seeing (2006), Wilhelm describes a student, 

Scott, who did not see anything when he read, so Wilhelm had Scott work with graphic novels and picture books 

to understand how to make pictures in his head. Wilhelm had Scott draw pictures and maps to represent what he 

was reading. These kinesthetic activities helped Scott bridge the gap into visualizing what he was reading. 

Conceptual Framework 

Reading is a fluent process of readers combining information from a text and their own background 

knowledge to build meaning. The goal of reading is comprehension. Different people have different background 

of knowledge and needs. Learning style evaluates people on how they think of current major. The learning style 

diagnosis is considered a most powerful approach to education as well as an innovative and unique way of 

finding out learners’ differences in term of learning.   2.3  Research Design Diagram 

Learning Style  

Classify Learning Style 

Reading 

Comprehension 

Questionnaire  

4MAT  System 

1. Innovative Learners ( IL) 

2. Analytical Learners (AL) 

3. Common Sense Learners 

Genre 

Familiar Text 

(EFT) 

Unfamiliar Text 

(EFT) 

Exposition Text 

Familiar Text 

(EFT) 



 

2.Research Design 

This study will be conducted with descriptive qualitative design. According to Seliger & Shohamy (2000) 

in Amirrachman (2006 : 38) qualitative research originally developed from the methodologies of field 

anthropologists and sociologists concerned with studying human behavior within the context in which that 

behavior would occur naturally and in which the role of researcher would not affect the normal behavior of the 

subjects. 

One advantage of qualitative design in this kind of research is that use of open-ended questions and 

probing gives participants the opportunity to respond in their own words, rather than forcing them to choose 

from fixed responses, as quantitative methods do. 

While quantitative research basically aims to get statistics, for example: about numbers and 

frequencies, qualitative research looks at reasons for human behavior, analyzing specific cases in more detail 

than a quantitative study. Purposive or purposeful sampling is used to select participants or objects of this study, 

that is choosing people who fit the characteristics to study. 

Yin (2011 : 88) supports the idea that in qualitative research, the samples are likely to be chosen in a 

deliberate manner known as purposive sampling. The purposive sampling allows the researcher to choose the 

participants due to a specific purpose that enhance the study. 

This study will  involve 8 of the science classroom on Senior High School State Five Binjai. . The 

subjects of this study will be chosen by administering the 4MAT learning styles model questionnaire and 

reading text to 40 students, then the data will be analyzed in accordance with the technique proposed in the 

model. This analysis will be  intended to classify the characteristics of the subjects according to their learning 

styles type. Out of this classified subject, two subjects for each learning styles will be chosen as the subjects for 

this study. 

Data and Instrument of Data Collection 

The data of this study consist of two types. The first is the data to classify the learning styles of the 

subjects. This data will be derived with questionnaire of 4MAT learning styles model. The administration of this 

instrument is intended to classify the subject into four types, namely: (1) innovative learner, (2) analytic learner, 

(3) common sense learner, and (4) dynamic learner. 

The second type of the data is the transcriptions of the reading comprehension of the subjects with 

different learning styles. This data will be collected by applying the introspective interview and the interview 

will berecorded with audio recorder. In short, the instruments used will be: (1) introspective interview and 

questionnaire of 4MAT learning styles model. 

The Procedure of Data Collection 

The procedure of data collection is to provide texts of different genre and topics. Traditionally, there 

are four modes of discourse, namely: (I) Narration, (2) Exposition, (3) Description, and (4) Argumentation. The 

texts that will be used in this study belong to exposition. In addition, text of different topics will also be 

provided. These texts are divided into two types: (a) familiar, and (b) unfamiliar topics. The familiarity level of 

these texts will be identified by providing some texts of different topics for the students to choose based on their 

consideration of the degree of familiarity of the texts. Based on their choices, the texts will be identified to be 

familiar or unfamiliar for them. 

The combination of the texts by exposition genre and topic familiarity will produce varieties as 

follows: Exposition with Familiar Topics (EFT) and Exposition with Unfamiliar Topics (EUT). These texts will 



be assigned to be read by every subject. Soon after they have finished reading the texts, they will be interviewed 

whether they understand the texts and how they proceed the texts to produce understanding (comprehension). 

Their answer during the introspective interview will be recorded. The recorded interview will be transcribed and 

the transcription will be taken as the data of their reading comprehension process. 

The data analysis technique that will be applied to analyze the data is the model proposed by Miles and 

Huberman (1994). This model consist of four cycles of data analysis, they are: (1) data collection, (2) data 

display, (3) data reduction, and (4) data verification/conclusion drawing. These cycles are conducted 

interactively and cyclically. 

In each cycles, all the data will be analyzed by classifying, organizing, and synthesizing the data by 

using the theory of reading comprehension process as proposed by Rumelhart (Interactive Cognitive Process) as 

the contemporary predetermined category of data classification. 

 The Trustworthiness of the Study 

The sense of rightness and feeling of comfort readers experience reading the report of a study 

constitute the very judgments they make about the validity or trustworthiness of the study itself (Sandelowski 

and Barroso, 2007). 

Depending on their philosophical perspectives, some qualitative researchers reject the framework of 

validity that is commonly accepted in more quantitative research in the social sciences. They reject the basic 

realist assumption that there is a reality external to our perception of it. Consequently, it doesn’t make sense to 

be concerned with the “truth” or “falsity” of an observation with respect to an external reality (which is a 

primary concern of validity). These qualitative researchers argue for different standards for judging the quality 

of research. 

There are four criteria for judging the soundness of qualitative research and explicitly offered these as 

an alternative to more traditional quantitatively- oriented criteria. The four criteria, namely: credibility, 

transferability, dependability, and confirmability, better reflected the underlying assumptions involved in much 

qualitative research. 

Credibility 

The credibility criteria involve establishing that the results of qualitative research are credible or believable from 

the perspective of the participant in the research. The credibility of the study refers to two types of credibility. 

The first is credibility of the data. This credibility is obtained by administering (1) triangulation of method and 

subjects, and (2) prolonged engagement. The second is credibility of the finding. To control the subjectivity in 

the research finding and peer debriefing. 

Transferability 

Transferability refers to the fact that the research finding is also true to the other phenomena of the same 

context. The decision whether the finding is true to the other phenomena is made by the readers of the research 

report. This study will only provide complete description of the context of the study, known to be the giving 

context while the readers will watch the giving context to the receiving context, that is the context of the 

phenomena to which the finding will be matched. 

Dependability 

The traditional quantitative view of reliability is based on the assumption of replicability or repeatability. 

Essentially it is concerned with whether we would obtain the same results if we could observe the same thing 

twice. But we can’t actually measure the same thing twice — by definition if we are measuring twice, we are 



measuring two different things. In order to estimate reliability, quantitative researchers construct various 

hypothetical notions (e.g., true score theory) to try to get around this fact. 

The idea of dependability, on the other hand, emphasizes the need for the researcher to account for the ever-

changing context within which research occurs. The research is responsible for describing the changes that 

occur in the setting and how these changes affected the way the research approached the study. 

Confirmability 

Qualitative research tends to assume that each researcher brings a unique perspective to the study. 

Confirmability refers to the degree to which the results could be confirmed or corroborated by others. There arc 

a number of strategies for enhancing confirmability. The researcher can document the procedures for checking 

and rechecking the data throughout the study. Another researcher can take a “devil’s advocate” role with respect 

to the results, and this process can be documented. The researcher can actively search for and describe and 

negative instances that contradict prior observations. And, after the study, one can conduct a data audit that 

examines the data collection and analysis procedures and makes judgment about the potential for bias or 

distortion. 

The data analysis was taken from two of Science Classroom on Senior High School State Five Binjai. The 

subjects of this study have chosen by administering the 4MAT learning styles model questionnaire and reading 

text to 60 students, then the data analyzed in accordance with the technique proposed in the model. This analysis 

intended to classify the characteristics of the subjects according to their learning styles type. Out of this 

classified subject, two subjects for each learning styles have chosen as the subjects for this study. 

Students  Learning Style of The Subject 

The subjects was given a questionnaire that consisting of 6 items about the learning styles developed 

by Bernice McCarthy and it was delivered in order to determine the subjects learning styles. Each item consists 

of 4 choices of characteristics as a learner. The subjects fit their most to least suitable characteristics to define 

their own learning styles best. Each of the choices has represented one learning style. These have been seen as 

follows:  

1. Abstract Conceptualization (AC) and 

2. Concrete Experience (CE),  

3. Reflective Observation (RO), 

4. Active Experimentation (AE). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1    The 4MAT Learning Styles Model 

 



Among combined points, the point obtained from CE-RO indicated that it was Innovative  

 

 

 

Learner. In a similar way, the point obtained from RO-AC showed that it was Analytic Learner, the 

point obtained from AC-AE showed that it was Common Sense Learner, and the point obtained from AE-CE 

showed that it was Dynamic Learner. The learning styles were found by determining the points of combined 

points with the help of diagram. 

The subjects got  a learning style answer sheet as the questionnaire. There is a scale from most to least ( 

4 – 1 )  in which they have to give that score in each choices. Each choice is the representative of 4MAT 

Learning Style Model ( A = Innovative Learner. B = Analytic Learner. C = Common Sense Learner, D = 

Dynamic Learner ) . We can see the following questionnaire about six terms about learning style : 

       Table 1   Six Terms about Learning Style Questionnaire 

No Learning Style 

Choice  

from most to least (1 – 4) 

A B C D 

1. As a learner, I am open-minded careful Practical conceptual 

2. 
While I learn, I like 

to 

consider the 

meaning 
work with other Analyze 

try things out 

myself 

3. I learn best when I 
have strong 

feeling 

have time to 

reflect 
just do it 

fully understand the 

ideas 

4. When I learn, I am  Reserved Sensitive reasonable a risk taker 

5. 
While learning, I 

prefer to 
trust my opinion watch and listen be active depend on logic 

6. When I learn, I am perceptive  consider all sides 
evaluate the 

facts 

am responsible and 

get things done  

 

The total point in respect of each choice varied between 10 and 60 in the consequence of answers given 

by the subjects. However, there was a need for combined points in order to determine the learning style of 

learner. The combined points was calculated by using the point of CE and RO, RO and AC, AC and AE, and AE 

and CE.  

The Innovative Learners (IL)  is the combination both Concrete Experience and Reflecting 

Observation. The Analytic Learners (AL)  is the combination both Reflecting Observation and Abstract 

Conceptualization. The Common Sense Learners (CSL) is the combination both Abstract Conceptualization and 

Active Experimentation. The Dynamic Learners (DL) is the combination both Active Experimentation and 

Concrete Experience. It may form as :  

IL      =  CE + RO  

AL    =  RO + AC  

CSL  =  AC + AE 

DL    =  AE + CE 

 After the subjects done their questionnaire, then the reading text given . The reading texts are 

exposition text genre. The writer use the familiar text and unfamiliar text to be distributed to the subject. Each 



subject got 2 text, and they asked to read the text and choose which one of the text is familiar or unfamiliar for 

them. After they read their reading text, the researcher interviewed the subject about their comprehension about 

the text. And the conversation in that interviews have been arranged in a transcription. From the interviewed of 

the reading text, specially from their responses through the questions have been  analyzed in what 4MAT system 

learning style they was.  The reading text can be seen in the appendix (Bar Code, Lightning, Migraine, Strokes). 

Discussion  

After administering the questionnaire to the 60 students, 8 students were chosen as the subject of this 

study. The students chosen as the subjects of this study have much higher score of their learning styles than 

those in the same group. The data of students’ questionnaire learning style can be shown in appendix I. The 

eight subjects of this study listed in the following table: 

Table .2   The Preference Learning Styles of The Subjects 

NO INISIAL CE+RO 

(IL) 

RO+AC 

(AL) 

AC+AE 

(CSL) 

AE+CE 

(DL) 

LEARNING STYLE 

1. AA 37 29 23 31 Innovative learner 

2. MB 38 32 22 28 Innovative learner 

3. AAP 34 37 26 23 Analytic learner 

4. MR 32 39 28 21 Analytic learner 

5. YS 26 28 34 32 Common sense learner 

6. IAH 25 27 35 33 Common sense learner 

7. AR 36 21 24 38 Dynamic learner 

8. RA 30 23 30 37 Dynamic learner 

 

The Reading Comprehension Process of the Subjects 

The reading comprehension process of the subjects described in this study 

consists of the reading comprehension process of two types of text, namely: (I) familiar text and (2) unfamiliar 

text. 

In the next discussion, the Innovative Learner Subjects are called as ILS, 

the Analytic Learner Subject are ALS, the Common Sense Learner Subjects are CSLS, and the Dynamic 

Learner Subjects are DLS. 

The Reading Comprehension Process for Familiar Texts 

The familiar texts in this study are “Bar Code”, “Lightning”, “and “Migraine”. The “Bar Code” discusses about 

the development, description, and use of bar code. To be more clearly, the text can be read in appendix. The 

texts of the familiar topics chosen by the subjects can be seen in the table below: 

                      Table 3   Familiar Topics of Students  

NO INISIAL LEARNING STYLE FAMILIAR 

1. AA Innovative learner Bar Code 

2. MB Innovative learner Lightning 

3. AAP Analytic learner Migraine 

4. MR Analytic learner Migraine 

5. YS Common sense learner Lightning 

6. IAH Common sense learner Barcode 

7. AR Dynamic learner Migraine 

8. RA Dynamic learner Migraine 

 



 The “Lightning” discusses different views on lightning between ancient civilizations and science. 

Scientifically, lightning can be explained and described. This text can also be read in the appendix. 

The other familiar text chosen by the subject is “Migraine”. It discusses the symptoms of migraine, the 

difference between migraine and headache, and the recent research on it. This text can also be read in the 

appendix. 

 Innovative Learner Subjects (ILS) 

The familiar texts for ILS are “Bar Code”(MB) and “Lightning” (AA). in comprehending the two texts, the ILS 

applied interactive process. They applied this process in comprehending both texts. The bottom-up process in 

this text involved relating word in context as shown in data below: 

Data I: 

R : Apa yang anda pahami dan teks tersebut? 

S : eee. . .terjadinya petir dan efeknya bagi orang yang tersambar 

R : Mengapa anda memiliki pemahainan seperti itu? 

S karena teks tersebut menjelaskan demikian..eee. - .terjadinya petir.. trus.bagaimana...Jalu. - .efeknya bagi yang 

tersambar 

R : Di kalimat mana yang membuat anda memiliki pemahaman seperti itu? 

S : Di paragraph kedua &.[Generally, within a storm cloud, friction from water and ice—laden clouds creates a 

negative charge at the bottom of the cloud....] (AA) 

 

AA can understand the process of a lightning which can be explained scientifically is by reading the 

explanation in the text. The process is explained in paragraph two, which is displayed below: 

Text source: “In current times, it is known that lightning has a very scientific cause. Generally, within a storm 

cloud, friction from water and ice-laden clouds creates a negative charge at the bottom of the cloud. When that 

charge grows too great for the air to hold it baclç it is united with a positive charge from the Earth, creating a 

channel of electricity that flows between the two points. The charge remains invisible as it moves towards the 

ground until it meets the charge rising from the ground.” 

Data 2: 

R : Apa yang anda pahami dan teks tersebut? 

S : kode bar yang ada saat mi adalah hasil pengembangan kode bar yang ada pada masa lalu. Dan teknologi 

kode bar yang ada saat mi sudah lebih efisien dan dapat mengurangi kesalahan-kesalahan pada masa lalu. 

R : Mengapa anda memiliki pemahaman seperti itu? 

S : karena pada teks dikatakan bahwa kode bar bukanlah produk yang tidak berkembang. . . .ditambah lagi, pada 

teks tersebut diceritakan bagaimana cara kerja kode bar yang ada sekarang. . .dan. . .kode bar tradisional yang 

berdimensi tunggal yang ada sebelumnya. 

R : Apa yang anda lakukan saat membaca teks tersebut? 

S : yang saya lakukan. . .membacanya. . .menerjemahkannya sesuai dengan vocabuiwy yang saya miliki. 

(MB) 

 

MB can understand the definition of bar code from the explanation in the text. She used the 

understanding of the vocabulary to comprehend the bar code in the text. The definition can be found in the 

second paragraph: The bar code consists of a series of parallel vertical bars or lines of two different widths, 

although sometimes four widths are used, printed in black on a white background... 

Data 3: 

R : Apa yang anda lakukan saat membaca teks tersebut? 

S : Memahami kata-kata sulit dengan mengaitkannya dengan kata-kata lain.. .eee. . .mencari arti kata sulit dan 

keterangan kata lain. 

(AA) 



 

Data 4: 

R : Apa yang anda lakukan saat membaca teks tersebut? 

S : yang saya lakukan.. .membacanya.. .menerjemahkannya sesuai dengan vocabulary yang saya miliki. Dan 

ketika ada data yang tidak saya tahu, saya buka kamus atau mencoba menggunakan kontekstual meaning..(MB) 

 

AA and MB tried to understand difficult words by relating them to the other words. The bottom-up 

process applied here is by relating words in context.    

Beside relying on the meaning of the words or phrases in the texts, they also applied the top-down 

process to comprehend the familiar texts. The process is shown by  

 

Data 5: 

R : Apa yang membuat anda memahami teks tersebut? 

S : pengalaman dan vocabulary saya. Karena sebelumnya saya 

sudah tahu mengenai hal mi. 

(AA) 

 

Data 6: 

R : Apa yang membuat anda dapat memahami teks tersebut? 

S : yang membuat saya paham. . .sebagian besar vocabulary saya. Tetapi saya ingin juga menggunakan 

pengalaman saya. . .itu.. .pada waktu SMP. . .guru komputer saya pernah menyinggung mengenai angka binari. . 

.itu bahasa pemrograman komputer. 

(MB) 

The subjects applied top-down process by relating their experience or their background knowledge, for 

example, about “angka binari” by sampling the phrase “binary digits”. When MB read the phrase “binary digits” 

in the text “Bar Code” she activated her background knowledge and related it to “angka binari’  taught by her 

teacher when she was in senior high schools. 

 

Analytic Learner Subjects (ALS) 

The familiar text for ALS is “Migraine” (both AAP and MR). In comprehending this text, both subjects 

applied the interactive process. They combined the bottom-up and top-down process to comprehend the familiar 

text. The bottom-up process can be shown in the following data: 

Data 7: 

R : Apa yang anda pahami dan teks tersebut? 

S : yang saya pahami. . .migren itu berbeda dan sakit kepala 

biasa. . .dan kalau dibiarkan bisa jadi penyakit 

kronis. . .eee. . .bisa berbahaya. 

R : Mengapa anda memiliki pemahaman seperti itu? 

S : karena saya membaca teks itu hingga akhir. . .dan saya melihat bahwa teks itu didukung oleh para abli 

seperti Ilmuwan ataupun dokter 

R : Apa yang anda lakukan saat anda membaca teks tersebut? 

S : saya membaca sampal saya paham. Kalau ada yang gak saya paham. . . saya ulangi setcrusnya sampai 

paham. Kalau ada vocab yang terasa unfamiliar.. .saya coba carl di kamus. (MR) 

Data 8: 

R : Apa yang anda pahami dan teks tersebut? 

S : Teks mi adalah teks explanation... menjelaskan tentang migren yang biasa dialami orang sebagai jenis 

penyakit. Dan penjelasan dan detailnya saya dapat memahami teks mi dengan baik. 



(AAP) 

MR and AAP comprehended the text “Migraine” by reading from the beginning to the end of the text. 

The ability to combine the meaning of words, phrases and sentences enabled the subject to understand the 

meaning of the whole text. Data 8 also described that the subject generalized the statement in the text by saying: 

“dan penjelasan dan detailnya saya dapat memahami teks mi dengan baik”. In comprehending the same text, the 

subjects also applied the top-down process. The process can be shown in the following data: 

Data 9: 

R : Apa yang membantu anda memahami teks tersebut? 

S : ya. . .vocabularynya. . .dan pengalaman. Saya memiliki teman yang senng migren.. .kata doktemya, migren 

dia udah parah. . .jadi gak boleh kenja terlalu berat. . .karena itu saya betul-betul memahami teks mi. . 

.vocabulaiynya juga lumayan mudah dimengerti. 

(MR) 

MR in data 9 remembered her previous experience about her friend who got a chronic migraine while 

she read the text. That experience helped her to understand the text easier. She has content schemata aboit the 

topic of the text which help her understand the text. 

Data 10: 

R : Mengapa anda memiliki pemahaman seperti Itu? 

S : Saya bisa memahami teks mi dengan balk karena saya sudah memiliki pengalaman dan juga banyak referensi 

mengenai penyakit mi. Jadi ketika saya membaca keterangan dan penjelasan-penjelasan path teks, saya dapat 

merekam, menggambarkan dan memahaminya di dalam pikiran saya. 

R : Apa yang anda lakukan saat anda membaca teks tersebut? 

S : path saat membaca teks ml, saya menarik intinya, lalu menibandingkannya dengan pengetahuan saya sendiri 

mengenai migren yang sudah pernah saya baca dan dengar dan orang lain. Jadi, bagi saya teks ml mudab 

dipahami. 

(AAP) 

The subject understood the text “Migraine” more easily because he has background knowledge on it. 

During reading, she related the information in the text with those experiences. She can interact dynamically with 

the text to elicit the meaning because various kinds of knowledge were used during the reading. The background 

knowledge was very helpful to comprehend the familiar text. 

 

 Common Sense Learner Subjects (CSLS) 

The subjects chose the texts “Bar Code” (IAH) and “Lightning” (YS) as the familiar texts for them. 

The conclusion has been shown in the previous part in reading process for familiar texts. The CSLS, both of 

them, applied the interactive model of reading comprehension process in understanding the familiar texts. 

During the reading the applied the combination of bottom-up and top-down process. The bottom-up process can 

be shown in the following data: 

Data 11: 

R : Apa yang anda pahami dan teks tersebut? 

S : hal-hal dasar tentang bar code.. .kapan dimulai dikenal, apa 

kegunaannya, perkembangannya, dan sedikit cam kerjanya. 

R : Mengapa anda memiliki pemahaman seperti itu? 

S : karena teks memberitahukannya. . .pcrtama.. .de1askan, dikembangkan Iebih dan dua pulub tahun yang lalu. 

- .eee. . .kedua. . .paragraph kedua menjelaskan apa itu bar code.. .ketiga. . .kegunaannya dan perkembangannya 

dijelaskan di paragraph selanjutnya. 

(IAH) 

 

Data 12: 

R : Apa yang anda pahami dan teks tersebut? 

S : eee. . .teks mi menceritakan mengenai kilat. Mulai dan sejarah, penyebab, proses terjadinya dan akibatnya 

pada manusia. 



R : Mengapa anda memiliki pemahaman seperti itu? 

S : karena itu yang saya dapat setelah baca teks. Karena saya rasa liii teks explanation yang ngejelasin how does 

something work or happen? 

(YS) 

From the data 11 and 12 above, the subjects basically gain the information from the text by 

understanding the explanation in the text. This is known as data driven process. In data driven process, the 

subjects comprehended the text based on the text. They did not generalize the idea nor activate their background 

knowledge. This is strengthened by data 12 and 13 below: 

Data 12: 

R : Apa yang anda lakukan saat anda membaca teks tersebut? 

S : eee. . .pertama, dilihat-lihat dulu. . .trus.. .agak dibacabaca. . .lalu.. .dibaca semua. Gak cukup sekali dibaca. 

Waktu lihat paragraph keempat tentang “digits” aku lihat kamus (IAH) 

 

Data 13: 

R : Apa yang anda lakukan saat anda membaca teks tersebut? 

S : membaca teks sekilas. . .sambil menggarisbawahi kata-kata yang tidak dipahami. . .lalu mencari anti kata 

tersebut dalam kamus. Ya. - .setelah dapat semua arti katanya. . .membaca teks beberapa kali sampe dapat 

maksud teksnya. . .terus buat ringkasan deh... 

(YS) 

The subjects applied the recognizing word/phrase in data 12 and 13, such as the word “digits”. The 

ability in combining word/phrase enabled them to understand the meaning of a sentence. 

Beside eliciting the information from the texts, they also applied the top- down process by relating their 

prior knowledge to the text. 

Data 14: 

R : Apa yang anda lakukan saat anda membaca teks tersebut? 

S : eee. . .pertama, dilihat-lihat dulu.. .trus. . .agak dibacabaca.. . lalu. . .dibaca semua. Oak cukup sekali dibaca. 

Waktu lihat paragraph keempat tentang “digits” aku lihat kamus. Di belakang kamus ada bar code, tapi 12 digit, 

bukan 10 digit.. .agak bingung... Selain itu, aku juga ngebayangin lagi di supermarket, bayar di kasir, dan 

barang-barangku dilaser tepat di bar code-nya. 

R : Lalu apa yang membantu anda memahami teks tersebut? 

S : vocabulary pasti sangat membantu. . .gimana cara memaliami orang ngomong kalau gak tahu arti yang dia 

omongin? Ya. . .sama dengan membaca. .kalau gak tahu arti katakatanya. . .ya gak paham isinya. Selain itu, bar 

code itu kita lihat hampir setiap han. .sedkit banyak mengertilah. . .aku juga pernab baca soal bar code kalau itu 

dipakai untuk mengidentifikasi barang-barang. . .bahkan kelak ada hubungannya dengan 666... 

(IAH) 

 

Data 15: 

R : Apa yang membantu anda memahami teks tersebut? 

S : vocabularynya. . .dan pengalaman.. .mungkin hampir semua orang tahu tentang kilat dan bahaya yang 

ditimbulkannya, namun teks mi membantu memberikan pemahaman lebih kepada orang-orang tentang kilat. 

(YS) 

 

Dynamic Learner Subjects (DLS) 

Both the Dynamic Learner Subjects (DLS) chose the text “Migraine” as the familiar text for them. The 

subjects involved the interactive process to comprehend the familiar text. In other words, the interaction of the 

bottom-up and the top-down process facilitated the process of comprehending the text. The bottom-up process 

can be shown in the data below: 

Data 16: 

R : Apa yang anda pahami dan teks tersebut? 



S : eee.. .migren berbeda dengan penyakit kepala biasa... 

R : Kenapa anda memiliki pemahaman seperti itu? 

S : ya.. .karena keseluruhan teks membicarakan tentang penyakit migren. . .berbeda dengan penyakit kepala 

biasa. 

R : Apa yang anda lakukan saat anda membaca teks tersebut? S : Pertama.. .saya membaca paragraph demi 

paragraph dan agar 

saya lebih memahami isi teksnya, baru saya mencoba memahami isi dan teks itu 

(RA) 

 

The data above described that the subject understand the information in the text by recognizing the 

symbols and analyzed them into sentences in paragraphs. She built the meaning of the text basically by 

recognizing the sentences in the text. 

 

Data 17: 

R : Apa yang anda lakukan saat anda membaca teks tersebut? S : Pertama. - .saya membaca paragraph demi 

paragraph dan agar 

saya lebih memahami isi teksnya, baru saya mencoba memahami isi dan teks itu.. .dan yang paling mendasar 

adalah mencoba menghubungkannya dengan informasi yang saya dapat sebelumnya. 

(RA) 

In data 17, the subject activated her background knowledge on “Migraine” to totally comprehend the 

text after she understand the text by combining the sentences as shown in data 16. 

Data 18: 

R : Apa yang anda pahami dan teks tersebut? 

 

The subject applied the bottom-up process in comprehending the text “Migraine” in recognizing word 

meaning of difficult words. This enabled the subject to understand the meaning of sentences in the text. Relating 

their experiences and prior knowledge to the text was the application of the top-down process. The interaction of 

both process helped them comprehend the text. 

 

The Reading Comprehension Process for Unfamiliar Texts 

The unfamiliar texts chosen by the subjects are “Lightning”, “Bar Code”, and “Strokes”. The 

conclusion of the first two texts has been shown in the previous part which discusses about reading 

comprehension process for familiar texts. The other unfamiliar text “Strokes” discusses the current and new 

methods for reducing the damage caused by strokes. This text can be read in the appendix. 

The texts of the unfamiliar topics chosen by the subjects can be seen in the table below 

                       Table.4   Unfamiliar Topics of Students 

NO INISIAL LEARNING STYLE FAMILIAR 

1. AA Innovative learner Lightning 

2. MB Innovative learner Strokes 

3. AAP Analytic learner Barcode 

4. MR Analytic learner Barcode 

5. YS Common sense learner Barcode 

6. IAH Common sense learner Strokes 

7. AR Barcode Barcode 

8. RA Dynamic learner Strokes 



 

 Innovative Learner Subjects (ILS) 

The Innovative Learner Subjects (ILS) chose texts “Lightning” (MB) and “Strokes” (AA) as the 

unfamiliar texts. Since those texts are unfamiliar to the subjects, they applied bottom-up process to comprehend 

the texts. Both subjects comprehended the text based on the text which is called as data driven process. The 

process is shown in the following data: 

Data 21: 

R : Apa yang anda pahami dan teks tersebut? 

S : meringanlcanefekstroke 

R : Mengapa anda memiliki pemahaman seperti itu? 

S : karena begitulah dijelaskan.. .cara-cara meringankannya ada dua. 

(AA) 

 

The subject above was able to understand the content of the text “Strokes” because the text explains it 

to her “karena begitulah dijelaskan. 

Data 22: 

R : Apa yang anda pahami dan teks tersebut? 

S : halilintar adalah sesuatu yang terjadi karena alasan ilmiah bukan karena kemarahan Tuhan. Halilintar terjadi 

akibat bertemunya muatan positifdan negative 

R : Mengapa anda memiliki pemahaman seperti itu? 

S : karena pada teks dijelaskan bahwa faktanya halilintar terjadi karena muatan positif mucul di dasar awan dan 

kemudian didekati oleh muatan negative yang berasal dan bumi. 

 

The other subject (MB), in data 22 said that she can understand the text “Lightning” as it is explained 

in the text “. They didn’t have any knowledge or experience about the text that they depended on the 

understanding the vocabulary of the text.  This is shown in the following data: 

Data 23: 

R : Apa yang anda lakukan saat anda membaca teks tersebut? 

S saya mencoba men-translate -nya dan berusaha mengerti tentang isinya. 

R : Apa yang membantu anda memahami teks tersebut? 

S : vocabulary-nya. . .karena kalau saya tidak mengerti kata-kata tersebut saya tidak dapat mengetahui isinya 

(MB) 

 

Data 24: 

R : Apa yang anda lakukan saat anda membaca teks tersebut? 

S : mencari kata-kata sulit dibantu keterangan kata lain 

R : Apa yang membantu anda memahami teks tersebut? 

S : vocabulary.. .karena saya belum pernab tahu tentang ml sebelumnya. . .jadi saya tergantung kepada 

vocabulary 

R : Apa lagi kesulitan anda memahami teks mi? 

S : kata-kata sulit yang tidak bisa diambil kesimpulan maknanya 

R : Apa usaha anda supaya dapat memahami teks mi? 

S : mencari artinya lewat kamus 

(AA) 

In the process of reading unfamiliar texts “Lightning” and “Strokes”, the subjects still used recognizing 

word meaning as mentioned in data 23 (saya mencoba men-translate-nya... and kalau saya tidak mengerti kata-

kata tersebut saya tidak dapat mengetahui isinya..) and in data 24, the subject said that she totally depended on 

the vocabulary. 



 Analytic Learner Subjects (ALS) 

The Analytic Learner Subjects (ALS) chose the text “Bar Code” as the unfamiliar text. Bar Code still 

sound strange for them. In addition, the text contained some difficult word on technology. To comprehend this 

text, they applied bottom-up process. 

Data 25: 

R : Apa yang anda pahami dan teks tersebut? 

S : teks mi merupakan jenis teks explanation teks.. .karena berisi tentang penjelasan-penjelasan, detail, serta 

karakteristik dan 

sebuah alat teknologi yang dinamakan bar code... 

R : Apa saja yang dapat anda pahaini mengenai bar code? 

S : eee.. .dalam teks dipaparkan.. .dijelaskan pengertian bar code, fungsinya, bentuk atau strukturnya, elemen 

yang ada di dalamnya, serta fungsinya masing-masing, tipenya.. .ada single dimension dan two dimension.. .dan 

informasi penting lainnya mengenai bar code. Dengan membaca teks mi, saya dapat mengetahui tentang bar 

code dalam hal penggunaannya. Namun bagi saya, teks mi merupakan unfamiliar teks 

(AAP) 

 

In the data above, the subject got new knowledge about bar code after reading the text. Based on this 

data, the subject applied data driven process. This idea was supported by the following data from the same 

subject. 

Data 26: 

R : Bagaimana anda berusaha memahami teks mi? 

S : Saya berusaha memahami teks mi dengan memfokuskan pikiran saya pada hal-hal yang saya mengerti dalam 

teks. 

(AAP) 

 

Data 27: 

R : Apa yang anda lakukan saat anda membaca teks tersebut? 

S : mencoba memahami bar code seperti apa dimaksudkan teks mi. Yang saya tahu, bar code itu hash dan 

teknologi yang semakin canggih. 

(MR) 

 

The other subject also applied the data driven process in comprehending “Bar Code”. In the process of 

reading unfamiliar text, the subject still used recognizing word meaning. It can be shown by these data: 

 

Data 28: 

R : Apa yang anda pahami dan teks tersebut? 

S : eee. . .sejalan dengan teknologi yang semakin maju, bar code juga semakin canggih. Yang saya tahu.. .bar 

code itu tulisan 

S : ece. . .apa itu stroke dan pendinginan berguna untuk mengurangi resiko kerusakan kena stroke pada otak 

R: Mengapa anda memiliki pemahaman seperti itu? S : karena teks menggambailcannya 

(IAH) 

In the data driven process, the subject comprehended the text based on text. She didn’t have prior 

knowledge on the topic discussed. That’s why, she understand the topic as well as the text explain it to her. 

 

Data 31: 

R : Apa yang anda lakukan saat anda membaca teks tersebut? 

S : mencari arti kata-kata unfamiliar dan mencoba menghayalkan isi teks tersebut. 

(IAH) 

 



Data 32: 

R : Apa yang anda lakukan saat anda membaca teks tersebut? 

S : membaca teks-teks ml sekilas sambil menggaris bawahi katakata yang tidak dipahami. . .lalu. . .mencari arti 

kata tersebut dalam kamus. Setelah mendapatkan semua arti katanya, membaca teks beberapa kali sampe dapat 

maksud dan teks itu. 

(YS) 

Activities done by the subjects in data 31 and 32 are usual in the process of reading unfamiliar texts. 

They used recognizing word meaning. The subjects tried to recognize the word meaning of difficult words to get 

the information from the unfamiliar texts. 

 

 Dynamic Learner Subjects (DLS) 

The Dynamic Learner Subjects chose the text “Bar Code” (SPSS) and “Stroke” as the unfamiliar text 

for them. They were lack of knowledge on the topics discussed in the texts which influenced the way they 

understand the texts. Thus, they applied the bottom-up process to understand the information in the texts. 

Data 33: 

R : Apa yang anda pahami dan teks tersebut? 

S : Proses perkembangan kode bar. 

R : Mengapa anda memiliki pemahaman seperti itu ? 

S : Karena keseluruhan teks menjelaskan kode bar tradisional yang telah diperbaharui menjadi kode bar dua 

dimensi (RA).  

 

In the data 33, the knowledge on bar code is new for the subject. By reading the text “Bar Code” she 

was able to understand the idea about bar code. In the comprehension process, she didn’t activate her 

background knowledge because the topic is a new knowledge for her. His comprehension on bar code is as well 

as it was explained in the text. From the sentence “karena keseluruhan teks menjelaskan kode bar”, it can be 

concluded that the subject applied data driven process. 

 

Data 34: 

R : Apa yang anda pahami dan teks tersebut? 

S : yang saya pahami dan teks tersebut adalah penyakit stroke sangatlah membahayakan. Obat untuk stroke 

semuanya masih dalam penelitian. Penyakit stroke disebabkan karena 

terjadinya penggumpalan darah di kepala kita. 

R : Mengapa anda memiliki pemahaman seperti itu? 

S : saya meniiliki pemahaman tersebut adalah karena melihat pam peneliti masih meneliti obat yang pasti untuk 

penyakit stroke mi. Jadi penyakit mi susah disembuhkan dan butuh waktu yang lama. Penyakit mi berbahaya 

(AR) 

From data 34, it is shown that the subject tried to interpret the information he got from the text into his 

prior knowledge but he did not relate it to the context of the text. Based on the data, the subject did not relate the 

information in the text to describe his comprehending on the text. Interpreting the data is a part of word 

recognizing in bottom-up process. 

Data 35: 

R : Aspek apa yang membantu anda dalam memahami teks tersebut? 

S : kata-kata yang sulit bisa dicari artinya di kamus 

R : Apa yang membuat teks mi menjadi unfamiliar bagi anda? 

S : karena saya kurang pengalaman tentang penyakit. . .dan saya kurang tahu seperti apa penyakit ml 

sebenamya. . .seberapa parah. 

(AR) 

 

 



Data 36: 

R : Apa yang anda lakukan saat membaca teks tersebut? 

S : pertama. . .membaca teks, karena teks mi cukup sulit menurutku, maka saya mencari arti kata-kata sulit 

kemudian mencoba memahami isi teks 

R : Apa yang membantu anda memahami teks tersebut? 

S : vocabulary.. .karena pada dasarnya saya bisa memahami teks mi karena dibantu dengan vocabulary.. 

.sedangkan pengetahuan saya tntang teknologi minim. 

R : Bagaimana anda berusaha memaham teks mi? 

S : Membuka kamus dan mencari arti kata sulit untuk mengerti inti teks 

(RA) 

 

Based on data 35 and 36, the subjects applied the bottom-up process to comprehend the text. They did 

not have background knowledge to help them understand the text. Further, they found some difficult words in 

the texts which made the texts hard to understand. To cope with the difficult word consulted the dictionary and 

tried to understand the information in the texts. These data described the recognition of word meaning in 

bottom-up process. 

  Research Finding 

After administering the questionnaire of the 4MAT learning style model, the preference learning styles 

of the students can be described as follows, there are 16 innovative learners, 20 analytic learners, 5 common 

sense learners, and 11 dynamic learners. The other 8 students have  dominant learning styles. There are two 

students from each learning styles taken as the subject of this study, therefore the number of the subjects 

participated in this study is 8 students. 

          Table 4.5. The Preference Learning Styles of The Students 

NO LEARNING STYLE TOTAL 

1. Innovative learners 16 

2. Analytic learners 20 

3. Common sense learners 5 

4. Dynamic learners 11 

5. Combination 8 

TOTAL 60 

 

After choosing the subjects, 4 texts were given to them to choose. From the four texts, each subject was 

asked to choose a familiar text and an unfamiliar one. The familiarity of the texts was determined by the 

subjects themselves. According to the schema theory of reading, knowledge of text content can facilitate reading 

comprehension during the encoding/decoding process by providing a knowledge structure to which readers can 

compare and fit pieces of incoming information (Al-Shumaimeri). 

In reading the familiar texts, the subjects, even though they prefer different learning styles, applied the 

interactive process. In the process, they combined the bottom-up and top-down process to comprehend the texts 

they read. It means that, they do not have any difficulties with the vocabularies (word recognition) while reading 

texts that they can easily understand the texts. Furthermore, the subjects also activated their knowledge of the 

topics in memory and use that knowledge to understand the information. 

This process can be seen in data 1 to 20. For example, in data 9: 

R : Apa yang membantu anda memahami teks tersebut? 

S : Ya…vocabularynya….dan pengalaman. Saya memiliki teman yang sering migren… kata dokternya, migren 

dia udah parah… jadi gak boleh kerja terlalu berat… karena itu saya betul-betul memahami teks ini. 

Vocabularynya juga lumayan mudah dimengerti.  

  



On the other hand, in reading the unfamiliar texts, the subjects (analytic learner, innovative learner, 

common sense learner, and dynamic learner) applied bottom-up process during the reading. It means that their 

understanding on the texts given depended only on their ability to grasp the information from the texts. This 

happen because the subjects do not have background knowledge about the topic which made the texts are 

unfamiliar for them. The bottom-up process can be described by data 21 to 36, for example, in data 25 below : 

R  :  Apa yang anda pahami dari teks tersebut ? 

S  : Teks ini merupakan jenis teks explanation teks…karena berisi tentang penjelasan-penjelasan, detail, serta 

karakteristik dari sebuah alat teknologi yang dinamakan bar code.. 

R  : Apa saja yang dapat anda pahami mengenai bar code ? 

S  : eee… dalam teks dipaparkan… dijelaskan pengertian bar code, fungsinya, bentuk atau struknya, elemen 

yang ada di dalamnya, serta fungsinya masing-masing, tipenya… ada single dimension dan two dimension.. dan 

informasi penting lainnya mengenai bar code. Dengan membaca teks ini , saya dapat mengetahui tentang bar 

code dalam hal penggunaannya. Namun bagi saya, teks ini merupakan unfamiliar teks 

(AAP) 

 

 

Another example is provided below : 

Data 33 : 

R  : Apa yang anda pahami dari teks tersebut ? 

S  : Proses perkembangan kode bar 

R  : Mengapa anda memiliki pemahaman seperti itu ? 

S  : Karena keseluruhan teks menjelaskan kode bar tradisional yang telah diperhabarui menjadi kode bar dua 

dimensi  

(RA) 

 

 



 

4.Conclusions  

 After analyzing the data, the conclusions are stated as the following : 

1. Learning Style in accordance with 4MAT Model System can analyze the students learning style on 

how they are thinking, doing, and the preferences. Through students’ preferences, teacher will be 

helped in doing such kind of method or strategy applying in teaching learning process. So do students 

can be motivated in their interest through reading text. 

2. The Innovative Learners, Analytic Learners, Common Sense Learners, and Dynamic Learners applied 

interactive process in reading familiar topics. The interactive process they applied is the combination of 

bottom-up and top-down process. 

3. In reading the unfamiliar topics, the Innovative Learners, Analytic Learners, Common Sense Learners, 

Dynamic Learners applied the bottom-up process. They read word by word without related the 

meaning to the context. The application of data driven process was also involved in their reading 

process.  

4. The subjects applied the interactive process in comprehending the familiar texts because they activated 

their background knowledge on the topics discussed in the familiar texts that helped them to 

comprehend the texts. On the other hand, the subjects applied the bottom-up process in comprehending 

the unfamiliar texts because the topics is still new for them that they cannot activated their background 

knowledge.  

 

     Suggestions 

 Based on the conclusion previously stated, the suggestions are as follows:  

1. Teachers should recognize their students’ learning styles when they are applying technique in teaching. 

2. It is suggested that readers should use appropriate process based on the types of the text that the readers 

read. 

3. The readers are suggested to use schemata in reading familiar and unfamiliar texts, in order to 

comprehend the text effectively. 

4. Other researcher can develop further research  to reveal the influence of other learning styles models in 

reading comprehension.  
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